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Key Points: 16 

• Advances in miniaturization of critical satellite technologies make SmallSats viable,17 
lower-cost platforms for achieving space weather research and operations goals.18 

• Recently-launched missions and proposed mission concepts are presented to show how19 
SmallSats can address relevant space weather measurement requirements, and provide20 
suggested paths forward for future implementations21 

Abstract 22 
Recent advances in miniaturization and commercial availability of critical satellite subsys-23 

tems and detector technology have made small satellites (SmallSats, including CubeSats) an at-24 
tractive, low-cost potential solution for space weather research and operational needs. Motivated 25 
by the 1st International Workshop on SmallSats for Space Weather Research and Forecasting, held 26 
in Washington, DC on 1–4 August 2017, we discuss the need for advanced space weather meas-27 
urement capabilities, driven by analyses from the World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 28 
and how SmallSats can efficiently fill these measurement gaps. We present recently-launched mis-29 
sions and proposed/upcoming mission concepts using SmallSats to enhance space weather re-30 
search and operations, how they relate to the WMO requirements, and what challenges remain to 31 
be overcome to meet the WMO goals. With additional investment from cognizant funding agencies 32 
worldwide, SmallSats – including standalone missions and constellations – could significantly en-33 
hance space weather research and operations by reducing costs and enabling new measurements 34 
not feasible from traditional, large, monolithic missions. 35 

1 Introduction 36 
Solar activity drives rapid variations in the radiation and plasma environment in interplan-37 

etary and geospace – commonly referred to as “space weather.” These variations occur in time-38 
scales of minutes and hours, associated with solar flares and coronal mass ejections (CMEs), to a 39 
few days, as complex magnetic features on the Sun, such as active regions and coronal holes, rotate 40 
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across the solar disk. These phenomena result in orders-of-magnitude increases in the fluxes of 41 
high-energy (extreme ultraviolet [EUV], and especially X-ray and gamma-ray) photons and ener-42 
getic, often relativistic particles (electrons, protons, alphas, and heavier ions) streaming through 43 
interplanetary space. These enhanced photon and particle fluxes pose direct risks to humans and 44 
electronics in space. The increased radiation and associated propagating disturbances in the inter-45 
planetary magnetic field (e.g., from CMEs or so-called “co-rotating interaction regions”) also drive 46 
complex dynamics in Earth’s magnetosphere, ionosphere, thermosphere, and mesosphere (ITM), 47 
posing indirect but significant hazards to aircraft and on-board humans, satellite navigation, radio-48 
frequency communications, and power grids, among other effects. 49 

Predicting severe space weather events and their effects has, unsurprisingly, become a top 50 
priority for numerous government agencies – both military and civilian – and corporate/private 51 
institutions worldwide. Recently, the need for space weather readiness has begun to be codified in 52 
public policy, e.g., the National Space Weather Strategy and Action Plan (NSTC, 2019) which 53 
calls for “improving space-weather services through advancing understanding and forecasting” 54 
(Goal 5), in particular through “improving forecasting lead-time and accuracy” and “enhancing 55 
fundamental understanding of space weather and its drivers to develop and continually improve 56 
predictive models” (sub-goals 5.4 and 5.5, respectively). 57 

However, the physical mechanisms underlying space weather phenomena, including the 58 
originating drivers at the Sun (e.g., flares, CMEs, and other solar activity) and the resultant dy-59 
namical effects induced in Earth’s complicated and coupled magnetosphere and ITM, are still not 60 
well understood. This significantly limits the accuracy of existing predictive models and subse-61 
quent forecasting ability. In large part, progress on this front has been hampered by a lack of meas-62 
urements with sufficient temporal, spatial, and energy/spectral resolutions and/or sampling, both 63 
in situ and remote sensing. Improved measurements and systematic studies are required to improve 64 
our understanding of these space weather drivers and effects. 65 

Recent advances in miniaturization and commoditization of critical satellite subsystems – 66 
including attitude determination and control, high-powered on-board computing, and high-band-67 
width communications – and of high-quality detector technology have enabled low-cost, small 68 
satellites (SmallSats, including microsats, CubeSats, and other pico-/nanosats) as viable, attractive 69 
solutions for long-standing scientific/research problems and operational needs through targeted 70 
missions and measurements (Moretto & Robinson, 2008; NASEM, 2016). Their relatively low 71 
development and launch costs enable measurements that are not feasible for traditional, expensive, 72 
large satellites, such as deployments of constellations to enable high spatio-temporal resolution in 73 
situ measurements or simultaneous multi-wavelength remote sensing measurements, or rapid 74 
(re)deployment of series of identical craft to provide a continuous measurement record and/or re-75 
duced/real-time data latency. 76 

The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) specifies measurement requirements for 77 
observations of physical variables in support of WMO programs, including for space weather1. 78 
The requirements are regularly reviewed and updated by the WMO Inter-Programme Team on 79 
Space Weather Information, Systems, and Services (IPT-SWeISS), comprising expert members 80 
typically representing their national operational space weather centres. IPT-SWeISS assessments 81 
routinely indicate that existing observational assets meet the WMO requirements only poorly, and 82 
that SmallSat constellations could effectively fill these gaps. These requirements form a 83 

1 http://www.wmo-sat.info/oscar/applicationareas/view/25 
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framework for advancing the technology of space weather prediction. Current technology and 84 
planned space missions do not fully meet these requirements, which therefore may be used to guide 85 
current and future space weather initiatives. However, many of the requirements are cost-prohibi-86 
tive to meet with conventional mission design, and hence there is significant interest in investigat-87 
ing SmallSats as a means to advance space weather research (e.g., Spence et al., 2019) and opera-88 
tions (e.g., Verkhoglyadova et al., 2019) at lower cost than, or in ways not achievable by, tradi-89 
tional space missions. 90 

Here, inspired by the 1st International Workshop on SmallSats for Space Weather Research 91 
and Forecasting, held in Washington, DC on 1–4 August 2017, we present several recently-92 
launched or selected missions, and proposed/upcoming mission concepts, that could address the 93 
gaps in WMO measurement requirements, both for research and potential operational purposes. 94 
The missions presented here are largely developed to meet scientific requirements of their own; 95 
however, each is relevant to the WMO enterprise and could satisfy corresponding WMO require-96 
ments as-is or with relatively minor augmentation, or could alternatively be used as a template for 97 
a low-cost dedicated, targeted space-weather mission. Section 2 provides example WMO require-98 
ments and a gap analysis for the existing observational network, using thermospheric measure-99 
ments as an illustration, followed by discussion of how SmallSats could fill these gaps at low cost 100 
compared to conventional space missions using large, monolithic observing platforms. Section 3 101 
details specific current missions and mission concepts, including their objectives, implementation, 102 
and how they could address specific WMO requirement gaps. Section 4 provides a summary and 103 
discussion, including the feasibility and maturity of the discussed missions and recommendations 104 
to funding agencies. 105 

2 Example WMO Requirements and Gap Analysis for Thermosphere Observations 106 

2.1 WMO Requirements and Definitions 107 
The WMO space weather requirement list (see footnote) includes observations across all 108 

categories, including solar, solar wind and particles, geomagnetism, ionosphere, and thermo-109 
sphere. The requirements imply an emphasis on space weather operations rather than research, and 110 
include the observational uncertainty, horizontal and vertical resolution, observing cycle, and time-111 
liness. Each of these categories include three levels of requirement: 112 

• "goal" – the ideal requirement, beyond which no further improvements are necessary;113 

• "breakthrough" – an intermediate level, which will give significant improvement for tar-114 
geted applications;115 

• "threshold" – the minimum requirement to ensure that the observations are useful.116 
Along with updating observation requirements, the IPT-SWeISS produces a “Statement of117 

Guidance” (also regularly updated) assessing how adequately existing observations fulfil the re-118 
quirements and suggesting improvements in space- and ground-based observing systems to fill 119 
any gaps.  We shall use the thermosphere as an example to illustrate observation requirements and 120 
the associated gap analysis. Observations of temperature, atmospheric density, and horizontal wind 121 
are required throughout the thermosphere to produce space weather alerts (e.g., of satellite drag). 122 
It is also increasingly recognized that a well observed thermosphere can contribute to improved 123 
ionosphere forecasts (e.g., Chartier et al., 2013). The current WMO requirements for the thermo-124 
sphere are detailed in Table 1. The requirements are included separately for “High Thermosphere” 125 
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(200 to ~600 km) and “Low Thermosphere” (100–200 km) because temporal variations are more 126 
rapid and vertical gradients are stronger in the latter region. 127 

128 
Variable Layer Uncertainty Horizontal resolution Vertical resolution Observing  Cycle Timeliness 

T 
Hi Therm 35/75/140 K 100/200/500 km 20/30/50 km 5 s / 5 min / 30 min 30/45/60 min 
Lo Therm 10/14/20 K 100/200/500 km 5/10/25 km 5 s / 60 s / 5 min 5/20/60 min 

Density 
Hi Therm 10/15/20 % 100/200/500 km 20/50/100 km 5 s / 5 min / 30 min 30/45/60 min 
Lo Therm 5/7/10 % 100/200/500 km 5/10/25 km 5 s / 60 s/ 5 min 5/20/60 min 

u 
Hi Therm 10/20/30 m s-1 100/200/500 km 20/30/50 km 5 s / 5 min / 30 min 30/45/60 min 
Lo Therm 5/7/10 m s-1 100/200/500 km 5/10/25 km 5 s / 60 s / 5 min 5/30/60 min 

Table 1: WMO observational requirements for temperature (T), neutral density and horizontal 129 
wind (u) between 200 and ~600 km altitude (“Hi Therm”) and between 100 and 200 km altitude 130 
(“Lo Therm”). Goal, breakthrough and threshold requirements are shown (these are the smallest, 131 
middle and largest values, respectively). 132 

The gap assessment uses the following criteria: 133 

• Poor – minimum observing requirements not met, no or limited quality observations134 
provided only by scientific instruments without plans for continuity;135 

• Marginal – minimum requirements met, can be provided by research instruments with136 
existing plans to convert them to operational;137 

• Acceptable – better than minimum user requirements but less than optimum; opera-138 
tional quality data, with identified risk of discontinuity in data flow139 

The gap associated with the thermospheric variables is summarized in Table 2. It is clear 140 
that the thermosphere is currently poorly observed. 141 

142 
Variable Assessment Comments 
Hi therm T Poor Only a few sparse Fabry-Perot Interferometer (FPI) observations are 

available. Poor timeliness. 
Lo therm T Marginal Optical Spectrograph and InfraRed Imaging System (OSIRIS) data are 

available, but they do not cover whole vertical range and have poor time-
liness. 

Hi therm density Marginal Swarm meets most requirements, apart from timeliness and vertical res-
olution. Special Sensor Ultraviolet Spectrographic Imager (SSUSI) and 
Special Sensor Ultraviolet Limb Imager (SSULI) may meet require-
ments, but no information is available on accuracy, observational cycle 
and timeliness. 

Lo therm density Less than Marginal 
/ Marginal 

SSUSI and SSULI may meet requirements, but no information is avail-
able on accuracy, observational cycle and timeliness. 

Hi therm u Poor Only a few sparse FPI observations. Poor timeliness. Accelerometer 
winds have too large errors to be useful. Region partially covered by 
new Ionospheric Connection Explorer (ICON) observations. 

L therm u Poor Data gap (daytime) addressed by ICON. No other current observations. 
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Table 2: Gap analysis for temperature (T), neutral density, and horizontal wind (u) between 200 143 
and 600 km (“Hi Therm”), and 100 and 200 km (“Lo Therm”). 144 

2.2 Filling the Gap with SmallSat Constellations 145 
The analysis in the previous section indicates the lack of observations of the thermosphere. 146 

Satellite observations may provide reasonable horizontal coverage but the vertical range of the 147 
observations is limited, while ground-based observations are available at only a few locations. 148 
New and recent missions such as ICON (Immel et al., 2018) and Global-scale Observations of the 149 
Limb and Disk (GOLD; Eastes et al., 2017) will help to address some of these issues, but the 150 
benefit of these observations for operational applications is likely to be limited: first, in common 151 
with many of the other observation types reviewed here, the timeliness of the observations is quite 152 
poor; second, these are one-off research missions which are not ideal when it comes to the long-153 
term development and maintenance of the operational observation network. A further issue is that 154 
a limited number of observation systems restrict the capability for independent verification. This 155 
has been highlighted in a recent study by Aruliah et al. (2017), who indicated possible biases in 156 
accelerometer-based densities compared to density inferred from FPIs. 157 

In this context, there is a great opportunity for these shortcomings to be addressed via a 158 
constellation of SmallSats. An individual SmallSat may not give good vertical coverage of the 159 
thermosphere, but, because of their low cost, we can envisage a constellation of SmallSats that 160 
together cover a wide range of altitudes. Here, we use the example of the recent QB50 mission 161 
(Thoemel et al., 2014; Masutti et al., 2018) to show how this could be improved upon. QB50’s 162 
objective is to carry out atmospheric research within the lower thermosphere, 200–380 km altitude, 163 
by providing multi-point, in-situ measurements for many months. QB50 comprises numerous Cu-164 
beSats, each flying a range of instruments including an Ion-Neutral Mass Spectrometer (INMS; 165 
Bedington et al., 2014), which observes temperature and neutral density. 166 

How well do the INMS observations of neutral density and temperature meet the WMO 167 
requirements? The QB50 constellation used Nanoracks to launch 28 CubeSats in 2 batches, 60 168 
days apart at an altitude of 415 km. This led to a separation in altitude of the order of tens of km 169 
(Masutti et al., 2018) which improved the vertical spacing slightly. QB50 also launched 8 CubeSats 170 
on the PSLV rocket to an altitude of 500 km, which also helped improve the vertical coverage. 171 
This a very good example of a mission design team using the WMO vertical resolution observa-172 
tion requirements to improve the design and functionality of their system. 173 

The accuracy of the INMS observations is still being assessed. The horizontal resolution 174 
and observation cycle likely meet WMO requirements. The timeliness of reception of the QB50 175 
observations is poor, because of the lack of available funds for the ground station network; how-176 
ever, with sufficient investment, this problem could be overcome. Clearly, the lessons learned from 177 
QB50 will be very important in the design of a future operations-focused SmallSats constellation. 178 

The lifetime of the QB50 CubeSats presents another issue. Their orbital altitudes drop in 179 
time due to drag, and the instruments will probably stop functioning around 200 km. This suggests 180 
that the lifetime of each satellite will not exceed ~18 months, likely less, depending on the level 181 
of solar activity (a direct driver of thermospheric density, and hence drag). Masutti et al. (2018) 182 
showed that 3 of the QB50 CubeSats had already de-orbited less than 1 year after launch. Opera-183 
tional weather satellites are designed for longer lifetimes than this and have backup satellites for 184 
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redundancy; for example, the EUMETSAT Metop mission launches a new satellite every 6 years2. 185 
To turn the CubeSats such as those used in QB50 into an operational mission, we need to do either 186 
or both of the following. First, we need to have CubeSats flying at as broad a range of altitudes as 187 
possible, to ensure that the vertical resolution requirements are met. This may require launching a 188 
new constellation every year or so, in order to replenish CubeSats that have de-orbited. Second, 189 
there is a need to invest in new small-scale technology, in particular for propulsion/station-keep-190 
ing, to ensure that the CubeSats will remain within an orbital altitude range for longer and reduce 191 
the need for replenishment of the constellations. 192 

3 Missions to Address Space Weather Research & Operations 193 
The WMO requirements provide guidelines to help inform designs of SmallSat missions 194 

targeted at space weather research or operations. Even missions intended for other applications, 195 
such as solar or terrestrial research, could provide data useful for investigating space weather, and 196 
thus can also be considered in the context of the recommended WMO requirements. Here, we 197 
discuss recently launched or funded missions and developed mission concepts that can be used to 198 
address open scientific questions in space weather research and gaps in space weather operations. 199 

3.1 Cyclone Global Navigation Satellite System (CYGNSS) 200 
Mission Objectives – The CYGNSS constellation was launched on December 15, 2016 201 

(Ruf et al., 2013). Although the primary objective of the mission is to measure surface winds in 202 
tropical cyclones, the constellation configuration and the techniques to control the trajectories of 203 
the satellites have been used for space weather purposes, namely to investigate thermospheric den-204 
sity at ~500 km. 205 

Mission Implementation – The 8 small satellites of the CYGNSS constellation were de-206 
ployed from a single deployment module. To maximize the coverage of tropical cyclones, the 207 
observatories need to be evenly spaced out along the orbit. Since the spacecraft do not include 208 
thrusters, passive techniques have been implemented to control their trajectories and position them 209 
at equal distances along the orbit. These maneuvers, called differential drag maneuvers, consist of 210 
pitching the satellites by ~78° to increase the cross-sectional area with respect to the velocity vec-211 
tor. By doing this, the drag force acting on the maneuvered satellite is multiplied by a factor ~6, 212 
altering the in-track velocity, and thus its spacing from the neighboring satellite. 213 

The technique of controlling the small satellite trajectories using atmospheric drag can be 214 
used to improve the accuracy of algorithms in determining the thermospheric density from the 215 
satellite ephemerides. Each spacecraft includes a GPS receiver which gives its position and veloc-216 
ity at a cadence of 1 s. By applying filtering techniques to these ephemerides, the drag acceleration 217 
and atmospheric density can be inferred. The accuracy of this method is greatly improved by com-218 
paring the ephemerides of satellites in high drag to those in nominal configuration, for which the 219 
drag force is minimal. In the final configuration, the CYGNSS satellites will be evenly spaced out 220 
along the orbit, with ~12 minutes separating each observatory (Bussy-Virat et al., 2018). This 221 
configuration will allow the detection of small scale features and short temporal variations of the 222 
thermospheric density, which can be of particular importance during, and shortly after, geomag-223 
netic storms. 224 

2 https://www.eumetsat.int/website/home/Satellites/CurrentSatellites/Metop/index.html 
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The benefit of the CYGNSS SmallSat mission design is that it exploits an existing high-225 
precision radio signal to actively probe important elements of the global terrestrial environment, 226 
from multiple vantage points, at low cost. 227 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – Determining the atmospheric density by 228 
applying filtering techniques on small satellite ephemerides doesn’t require a particular type of 229 
technology, although the accuracy of the results greatly relies on the precision of the orbit deter-230 
mination process, i.e., on the measured positions and velocities. 231 

There are a few challenges with this technique, though. In the case of the CYGNSS mis-232 
sion, the satellites fly at 500 km, which means that the atmospheric density, hence the drag force, 233 
are much smaller than at lower altitudes. In addition, solar activity has been extremely low since 234 
launch, due to the timing of the mission close to solar-cycle minimum. As a result, the density has 235 
been lower than usual. These two effects combined imply that the perturbations of the satellite 236 
trajectories due to drag have been considerably small, degrading the accuracy of the filtering tech-237 
niques in estimating the atmospheric density. 238 

3.2 Polarimeter to UNify the Corona and Heliosphere (PUNCH) 239 
Mission Objectives – PUNCH is a LEO remote-sensing mission under development 240 

through NASA’s Explorers Program for launch in 2023. PUNCH will use a small constellation of 241 
SmallSats to image the solar corona and inner heliosphere in 3D using polarimetry (e.g., DeForest 242 
et al., 2013), to determine the cross-scale processes that unify the corona and heliosphere. PUNCH 243 
collects 3D images (e.g., Howard et al., 2013) of the entire inner heliosphere every few minutes 244 
over a period of years; these data are immediately applicable to predictions of both arrival time 245 
and geoeffectiveness of CMEs. PUNCH exceeds the WMO requirements for heliospheric imaging 246 
sensitivity, and can, in principle, meet “timeli-247 
ness” (latency) requirements developed inde-248 
pendently (DeForest et al., 2016). 249 

PUNCH data could improve the effec-250 
tiveness of space weather prediction in two prin-251 
cipal ways: (1) by tracking 3D location of CME 252 
fronts and stream interaction regions (SIRs) di-253 
rectly, avoiding confusion that is intrinsic to ste-254 
reoscopic or 2D imaging; and (2) by identifying 255 
the chirality of CME flux ropes via 3D imaging 256 
of embedded density structures (e.g., DeForest 257 
et al., 2017). Chirality is important because it is 258 
the “missing link” between readily-measured 259 
magnetic polarity at the photosphere and predic-260 
tion of the leading-edge Bz parameter, a major 261 
indicator of geoeffectiveness. 262 

Mission Implementation – PUNCH com-263 
prises four SmallSats proposed to be deployed 264 
from a single launch vehicle in Sun-synchro-265 
nous twilight LEO. One of the SmallSats carries 266 
a Narrow Field Imager (NFI) implemented as a 267 

Fig. 1: PUNCH observes the corona and inner 
heliosphere every few minutes with four inde-
pendent, synchronized, spectrally matched cam-
eras.  Images are stitched together by the ground 
pipeline to produce continuous 3D image se-
quences of CMEs as they propagate.  The imag-
ing data exceed WMO requirements. 
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coronagraph; the other three each carry a Wide Field Imager (WFI) with heritage from the STE-268 
REO/HI instrument. Data from the four imagers is stitched together digitally on the ground to 269 
produce routine 360° round images of the inner heliosphere, from about 5 RS out to 45° (in the 270 
plane of sky) from the Sun (Fig. 1). The instruments are synchronized to sub-second precision and 271 
spectrally matched, to simulate a single “virtual instrument” with a continuous and very broad 272 
field of view.  273 

The benefit of the PUNCH SmallSat mission design is that it yields continuous, full-field, high-274 
cadence coverage from LEO, that would otherwise require a deep-space (e.g., L1) mission with 275 
far more challenging and expensive environmental and telemetry requirements. 276 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – As proposed, PUNCH’s instrumentation 277 
meets or exceeds identified space weather R2O and anticipated operational needs. The primary 278 
challenge compared to the existing proposed scientific mission is improving latency of data down-279 
link to the ground. As conceived for NASA, PUNCH ground passes are approximately once daily 280 
per spacecraft. This is acceptable for research and R2O activities, including retrospective arrival 281 
prediction. For demonstration of actual quasi-operational utility, latency of as little as 2–3 hours 282 
would be required. From a polar orbit, this could be achieved through additional ground passes 283 
with no modification to the flight assets. 284 

3.3 CubeSat Imaging X-ray Solar Spectrometer (CubIXSS) 285 
Mission Objectives – The proposed CubIXSS mission is designed primarily for solar re-286 

search, in particular to study heating of solar coronal plasma during flares and in quiescent active 287 
regions. However, its measurements of the soft X-ray (SXR: ~0.025–5.5 nm; ~0.23–50 keV) solar 288 
spectral irradiance have distinct space weather applications (Caspi et al., 2015). In particular, the 289 
1–5 nm wavelength band is highly variable with solar activity (Rodgers et al., 2005) and also drives 290 
significant dynamics in the ionosphere D- and E-regions (Sojka et al., 2013, 2014). The specific 291 
details of the dynamics depend strongly on the 292 
spectral distribution, which to date has never 293 
been measured well, with prior observations be-294 
ing severely limited in some combination of 295 
spectral resolution, passband, cadence, or over-296 
all duration; this significantly limits understand-297 
ing of how ionospheric dynamics are driven by 298 
solar SXR forcing, both on minute-to-hour time-299 
scales from solar flares and on few-day time-300 
scales from active region evolution and solar ro-301 
tation. CubIXSS measurements will fill this ob-302 
servational gap to improve understanding of the 303 
space weather effects of rapid changes in solar 304 
SXR flux. 305 

Mission Implementation – CubIXSS 306 
comprises a suite of instruments (Fig. 2) – the 307 
Small Array for Solar Spectroscopy (SASS) and 308 
the Multi-Order X-ray Spectral Imager 309 
(MOXSI) – packaged into a 6U CubeSat to be 310 

Fig. 2: Layout of CubIXSS showing all compo-
nents; MOXSI uses much of the rightmost 3U. 
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flown in LEO for a ~1-year (or longer) mission. (As a remote-sensing rather than in situ mission, 311 
the orbital altitude is important only for mission lifetime, not for sampling.) SASS includes three 312 
miniature, cooled, silicon drift detectors (SDDs) similar to those flown on the Miniature X-ray 313 
Solar Spectrometer (MinXSS) CubeSats (Mason et al., 2016, 2020; Woods et al., 2017; Moore et 314 
al., 2018), providing full-Sun SXR spectral irradiance from ~0.5 to ~20 keV (~0.06–2.5 nm) with 315 
a spectral resolution of ~0.15 keV FWHM (quasi-constant in energy, variable in wavelength as 316 
Δλ=hcΔE/E2) and cadence down to ~1 s. A fourth MinXSS-like detector uses a cadmium-telluride 317 
(CdTe) sensor to provide additional sensitivity at higher energies (shorter wavelengths). The ap-318 
ertures and entrance filters of these detectors are tailored to optimize their responses over different 319 
but overlapping flux levels, enabling SASS to cover the full dynamic range of SXR flux from 320 
solar-cycle minimum up to intense, X-class flares that are significantly geoeffective. MOXSI uses 321 
a pinhole entrance aperture, transmission diffraction grating, and back-thinned CMOS imaging 322 
sensor to measure SXR spectral irradiance from ~0.1 to ~5.5 nm (~0.23–12 keV) with ~0.1 nm 323 
FWHM spectral resolution and cadence down to ~20 s, extending solar spectroscopic observations 324 
to wavelengths never-before routinely measured. It can also cover the full dynamic range from 325 
solar minimum to X-class flares. Together, these two instruments provide measurements of the 326 
complete SXR spectral distribution incident on Earth’s ionosphere and atmosphere, with spectral 327 
and temporal resolutions exceeding the WMO “goal” requirements. 328 

The 6U spacecraft bus employs the Blue Canyon Technologies XB-1 high-precision point-329 
ing system to maintain <8″ pointing stability (Mason et al., 2017), required by the imager. The 330 
system nominally uses S-band full-duplex radio communications but the design is flexible and can 331 
also accommodate X-band downlink. A GlobalStar satellite-to-satellite communications package 332 
provides a low bitrate housekeeping and emergency commanding channel. 333 

The benefit of the CubIXSS SmallSat mission design is that it collects important space-334 
weather-relevant measurements from a very low-cost, miniaturized platform at a small fraction of 335 
the cost and development time of a conventional mission. 336 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – As proposed, CubIXSS can be imple-337 
mented with current technology to meet space weather research needs. While CubIXSS requires 338 
fine pointing and high data rates, these are available from current, on-market, COTS solutions. 339 
However, meeting operational needs – specifically, the “timeliness” (latency) requirement for data 340 
availability – poses a challenge. Satellite-to-satellite communications technology could provide 341 
effectively real-time communication, but existing CubeSat-compatible technologies (e.g., Global-342 
Star) are severely limited in bitrate and therefore would not allow sufficient cadence to meet WMO 343 
requirements. An additional complication is that MOXSI, as an imaging instrument, does not yield 344 
spectra directly (as SASS does) but rather requires processing of the spectral images. Thus, higher-345 
bandwidth sat-to-sat comms would be required to enable downlink of images at the required ca-346 
dence (with pipeline processing on the ground), in a small and affordable package. S-band would 347 
be minimally required, but X-band or optical (laser) communications would be optimal; X-band 348 
transmitters exist on-market, and both X-band transceivers and SmallSat-compatible optical com-349 
munications terminals are currently under development. Alternatively, on-board processing needs 350 
to be implemented to convert images to spectra directly in flight, requiring sufficient autonomy 351 
and computing power in the on-board data processor. The flight-qualified ARM-based CPU used 352 
by CubIXSS can likely handle this level of computation, but autonomous algorithms would need 353 
to be developed. A final option would be to use a wide network of ground stations, such that the 354 
spacecraft downlinks continuously while observing, but to different ground stations depending on 355 
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orbital location and ground visibility. This may be achievable even today using existing ground 356 
networks from various vendors and/or agencies. 357 

As proposed, CubIXSS is a single-spacecraft mission. In a sun-synchronous dawn/dusk 358 
polar orbit, solar observations would be continuous for most the year, although a few-minute 359 
eclipse period would occur in each orbit for a few weeks near vernal equinox for LEO altitudes. 360 
In a mid-latitude inclination orbit, significant eclipses (~35% of the orbital period) would occur 361 
each orbit. Thus, to meet requirements for continuous coverage, at least two spacecraft would be 362 
needed, with orbits sufficiently spaced to ensure that their eclipses do not overlap. Excluding non-363 
recurring development costs, multiple copies could be built for ≲$2M each, and thus many space-364 
craft could be deployed to provide continuous observations over multiple years, for much less than 365 
a typical operational mission budget, assuming that the latency challenges are resolved. 366 

3.4 Rocket Investigation of Current Closure in the Ionosphere (RICCI) 367 
Mission Objectives – RICCI is a suborbital sounding rocket mission that will use CubeSats, 368 

deployed from the rocket, to make multi-point magnetic field measurements to directly measure 369 
the structure of ionospheric currents via the curlometer technique (e.g., Dunlop et al., 2002) and 370 
determine how the structure of ion-371 
ospheric conductivity is related to 372 
auroral precipitation and variations 373 
in ionospheric density (Cohen et al., 374 
2020; and Fig. 3). RICCI measure-375 
ments are directly relevant to sev-376 
eral WMO ionospheric Space 377 
Weather observations tied to iono-378 
spheric density (i.e., “hmF2”, 379 
“foF2”, “h’F”) and the targeted ion-380 
ospheric processes are tied to atmos-381 
pheric processes as ionosphere/ther-382 
mosphere heating is sensitive to the 383 
altitude structure of the ionospheric 384 
currents. 385 

Mission Implementation – The RICCI objectives will be accomplished by a single rocket 386 
targeting a stationary (or near-stationary) east-west nightside auroral arc with well-documented 387 
precipitation characteristics, providing a simple configuration of the auroral electrodynamic sys-388 
tem. The single RICCI rocket will carry an instrumented main payload, an electric field sub-pay-389 
load, and three 3U CubeSat miniature sub-payloads. These CubeSats will be deployed to form a 390 
(~1–5 km) tetrahedral formation with the main payload enabling the first direct in-situ measure-391 
ment of the ionospheric currents associated with an auroral arc. The launch will be supported by 392 
simultaneous ground-based multi-spectral imaging and radar observations. 393 

The main rocket payload will carry a fluxgate magnetometer to measure the magnetic field, 394 
tophat electron electrostatic analyzer to measure precipitating auroral electrons, and retarding po-395 
tential analyzers to measure changes in ionospheric electron density. The sub-payload and three 396 
CubeSat miniature sub-payloads will carry double probes to measure the two-dimensional electric 397 
field and fluxgate magnetometers to obtain multi-point magnetic field measurements, respectively. 398 

Fig. 3: Schematic diagram of the RICCI mission concept 
(adapted from Cohen et al., 2020). 
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The benefit of the RICCI mission design is that formation flight of CubeSats can yield local 399 
field-curl and field-gradient measurements inaccessible via other means, at very low cost and com-400 
plexity compared to conventional constellation missions. 401 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – Application of the curlometer technique 402 
requires that the uncertainty in the field measurement be less than the difference between the meas-403 
urements at any two points. This is challenging at ionospheric altitudes because of the strength of 404 
the background magnetic field, which can give rise to very large uncertainties if attitude knowledge 405 
is not known to very high precision (~0.05°). As such, previous attempts using multi-point in-situ 406 
ionospheric magnetic field measurements to derive ionospheric currents have been limited by at-407 
titude knowledge uncertainty. Existing commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) attitude determination 408 
systems with sufficient accuracy to meet the attitude knowledge requirement use star trackers that 409 
cannot accommodate high rates of payload motion/spin. However, rocket sub-payload technolo-410 
gies currently available at NASA Wallops Flight Facility use high rates of spin for stabilization. 411 

To address this challenge, the RICCI mission will use CubeSats as miniature sub-payloads 412 
deployed from the sounding rocket. CubeSats have yet to be deployed from the suborbital sound-413 
ing rocket platform and adapting them for a sounding rocket poses some challenges, specifically 414 
to the operations concept and magnetic cleanliness; however, the COTS subsystems and compo-415 
nents available for the CubeSat platform address the technical challenges outlined above and pro-416 
vide the best opportunity to investigate ionospheric closure currents without significant develop-417 
ment of sounding rocket sub-payload technologies. 418 

3.5 Interplanetary Microsatellite Constellations for Solar Activity Monitoring 419 
Here we discuss how small satellites could be used in space weather prediction and fore-420 

casting, rather than nowcasting. To be effective, small satellites must be able to monitor the sources 421 
of solar activity and the resulting transients in the inner heliosphere. The primary requirement for 422 
space weather forecasting is imaging of CMEs close to the Sun, followed by improved character-423 
ization of the photospheric magnetic field over the full solar surface, which is the primary bound-424 
ary condition for heliospheric models. Both types of measurements are optimal when obtained 425 
from viewpoints away from the Sun-Earth line or the ecliptic plane (e.g., Vourlidas, 2015; Gibson 426 
et al., 2018). These observations are currently performed by imaging and spectroscopic instru-427 
ments mounted on standard size spacecraft and (mostly) deployed in deep space. To date, this has 428 
not been a regime where small satellites could operate, and no solar imager or visible-light/UV 429 
spectrometer has yet been miniaturized and flown in space. But large missions are few and far 430 
between, and improvements in space weather forecasting generally require increased coverage 431 
(remote and in-situ) throughout the inner heliosphere. Solar observing is a challenging area for 432 
small satellites but it can bring great benefits to space weather operations, as we detail with a few 433 
example mission concepts below. 434 

3.5.1 Fractionated Space Weather Base at Sun-Earth Lagrangian L5 point 435 
Mission Objectives – This mission is designed to provide early detection of Earth-bound 436 

CMEs and measure their kinematics below 20 RS; to provide a 3-to 4-day advance warning for 437 
recurrent disturbances and irradiance variations; and to improve the modeling of the inner helio-438 
spheric solar wind and magnetic field structure. It uses a modular swarm-of-SmallSats approach 439 
to avoid drawbacks of monolithic space probes. The Fractionated Space Weather Base is derived 440 
from a concept studied in the 2013-2022 Heliophysics Decadal Report (NRC, 2013), and adopts 441 
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that concept’s objectives related to space weather research. These objectives can be adjusted and 442 
expanded thanks to the unique adaptability of the fractionated mission concept. 443 

Mission Implementation – The fractionated mission concept distributes the major compo-444 
nents of a standard monolithic spacecraft into several smaller satellites. A strawman concept in-445 
volving solar sails and a constellation of five 6U CubeSats has been studied by Liewer et al. (2014). 446 
The constellation consists of: (1) the communications hub which carries a high-gain antenna and 447 
hardware necessary to collect data from the other four science members; (2) a white-light telescope 448 
(heliospheric imager) to image CMEs along the Sun-Earth line; (3) a full-disk line-of-sight mag-449 
netograph to measure the photospheric magnetic field; (4) a solar wind plasma and magnetometer 450 
to measure the local solar wind; and (5) an energetic particle instrument to measure solar energetic 451 
particle populations. The first three spacecraft are 3-axis stabilized and the in-situ ones are spin 452 
stabilized (after arriving at L5). Each CubeSat weights ~10 kg and allocates ~2U for the solar sail, 453 
~2U for the common subsystems (avionics, attitude control, etc.) and ~2U for the science payload.  454 
The constellation can be launched towards L5 individually or in groups depending on launch avail-455 
ability, and can cruise to station with current technology solar sails (e.g., Lightsail-1 and -2). The 456 
cruise phase lasts about 3 years. The constellation members orbit in loose formation (~1000 km), 457 
which is readily achievable and requires minimum to no station-keeping because of the deep po-458 
tential of the L5 point. 459 

The fractioned concept presents many advantages over monolithic  missions: (1) it allows 460 
for straightforward replacement of failing members and upgrades with better or newer instruments 461 
as technology evolves (for example, the 6U-compatible coronagraph presented by Korendyke et 462 
al., 2015); (2) considerably reduces spacecraft and instrument requirements, such as magnetic 463 
cleanliness or pointing, since in-situ measurements benefit from spinning and imaging observa-464 
tions prefer stable pointing; (3) integration and testing (I&T) becomes simpler, and faster as it can 465 
be parallelized and performed in different institutions; (4) schedule pressure is reduced since the 466 
different members can be launched at different times; (5) international cooperation (and associated 467 
savings) is much easier since each country can build its own payload; and (6) the constellation can 468 
form a permanent base at L5 and can be augmented incrementally with larger spacecraft (i.e., 469 
carrying spectrographs) to address additional science or operational needs. 470 

A variation of the fractionated concept is the ‘flock’ concept wherein a mothership con-471 
taining the communication systems and non-miniaturized telescopes carries CubeSats to station 472 
and deploys them in loose formation around the mothership itself. 473 

The benefit of a fractionated SmallSat mission design is that it maintains the heritage, ma-474 
turity, and resources of monolithic systems and payloads, while reducing I&T, schedule, and de-475 
velopment costs by reducing engineering constraints on each individual system, including poten-476 
tially reducing the need for complex subsystems such as propulsion within individual constellation 477 
members; by exploiting volume efficiencies in spacecraft production; and, in principle, by allow-478 
ing ongoing piecemeal replacement of an observatory ‘flock.’ 479 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – The two main challenges are the short 480 
lifetime of CubeSats and the generally limited radiation tolerance of their subsystems. However, 481 
two interplanetary CubeSats launched aboard the Insight mission to Mars in 2018, survived the 6-482 
month trip through the harsh environment of interplanetary space, and functioned successfully 483 
until the last contact at the end of 2018. These twin Mars Cube One (MarCO) CubeSats demon-484 
strated deep-space communication with the deployment of an X-band antenna, and propulsion as 485 
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they navigated towards Mars on their own. MarCO were based on the same design used in the 486 
Liewer et al. (2014) fractionated concept and thus have demonstrated that a CubeSat mission to 487 
L5 is viable. However, the L5 members will need to survive for at least 5 years, something that 488 
has not yet been demonstrated. Solar sail deployment with the required attitude control system 489 
needs to be demonstrated in space as well. Additional technology development is needed to ensure 490 
inter-spacecraft communications. A twin spacecraft demonstration mission with the communica-491 
tions hub and a science CubeSat into interplanetary space would probably suffice to demonstrate 492 
all key systems and requirements for the L5 mission (solar sail deployment and navigation, inter-493 
spacecraft communication). 494 

3.5.2 Small-Scale Structure of Transients (S3T) 495 
Mission Objectives – The mission concept aims to understand (1) the fine-scale structure 496 

of transients and (2) the SEP longitudinal distribution at 1 AU. Multipoint in-situ measurements 497 
of CMEs have shown that the internal structure of these transients is very complex (Lugaz et al., 498 
2018) with spacecraft separated by as little as 0.01 AU encountering very different magnetic struc-499 
tures. Similarly, solar energetic particle (SEP) measurements from the widely distributed STEREO 500 
spacecraft have revealed that SEPs have surprisingly wide longitudinal spreads (Lario et al., 2018), 501 
but we know very little about their variation in smaller angular scales. Both of these issues can be 502 
addressed by increasing the number of in-situ sensors along the path of incoming CMEs or SEPs. 503 

Mission Implementation – The strawman concept calls for a constellation of four spinning 504 
6U CubeSats, initially comprising two SEP and two plasma 505 
and fields (P&F) packages. The CubeSats are released into 506 
1 AU orbits with small drifts (~2°/year) relative to Earth. 507 
Optimally, the constellation will be equally distributed 508 
ahead and behind Earth (Fig. 4). For optimal coverage, the 509 
SEP CubeSats are deployed first because the P&F meas-510 
urements require smaller angular separations than the en-511 
ergetic particle measurements. There is no need for propul-512 
sion. The constellation can be augmented with continual 513 
launches of the same payloads to maintain a dense longitu-514 
dinal coverage. 515 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – 516 
The concept requires development and/or demonstration of 517 
the same technologies discussed in the previous section, 518 
namely, interplanetary CubeSats (lifetime, radiation toler-519 
ance) and inter-spacecraft communications. 520 

3.6 Auroral and airglow monitoring missions 521 
In the range of missions which can fill the gap, we 522 

must consider optical surveys of the aurora and airglow. 523 
Since these optical emissions are mainly due to energetic 524 
inputs (photons on the dayside and suprathermal electrons 525 
and protons) in the ITM, they are a good way to 526 

Fig. 4: A sketch of the S3T concept 
showing the possible distribution of a 
constellation of four spinning Cu-
beSats at 1 AU. Two carry SEP detec-
tors, while two carry P&F instru-
ments. The background is an ENLIL 
model showing a transient impinging 
on Earth (yellow dot). 
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reconstructs these inputs and their deposition into the upper atmosphere. 527 
With increasing miniaturization, imagery and spectroscopy are now accessible to CubeSats 528 

from 2U to 12U. Monitoring aurora and airglow in this manner presents an interesting complement 529 
to measurements performable by CYGNSS (§3.1) or CubIXSS (§3.2) in the sense it gives access 530 
remotely to the 90–300 km altitude region, below the region where CYGNSS probes and which 531 
includes the altitudes where the solar soft X-rays measured by CubIXSS are preferentially depos-532 
ited. 533 

Two missions currently in development are presented as examples for this topic: AMICal 534 
Sat and ATISE (Barthelemy al., 2018). Highlights are given below; these two examples show that 535 
very sensitive optical instruments can be built for CubeSats, which therefore provide a compelling 536 
space weather application, especially for auroral monitoring. 537 

3.6.1 Auroral and Moon Intensity Calibration Satellite (AMICal) 538 
Mission Objectives – AMICal Sat is dedicated to monitoring of the auroral oval. Both nadir 539 

and limb observations will be performed. The wide field imager (40°) allows a large view of the 540 
auroral oval, giving some constraint of the oval extension and thus on large magnetospheric pro-541 
cesses. Despite this wide field, the spatial resolution from LEO is better than than 2 km at the green 542 
level (120 km) allowing small-scale link to the magnetosphere. AMICal Sat will also allow limb 543 
observation with a vertical resolution of 5 km at the limb. This observation geometry is interesting 544 
since it gives access to the vertical profile of the emissions and thus to the energy deposition of 545 
magnetospheric particles in the ITM. This will mainly scan particles in the eV and keV ranges for 546 
electrons and in the keV range for protons and thus also enables measurements of secondary su-547 
prathermal electrons. 548 

Mission Implementation – AMICal Sat is a 2U CubeSat carrying a sparse RGB 549 
(Red/Green/Blue) detector, meaning that only 1 pixel over 16 has a colored filter while the other 550 
15 are black and white. Combined with large pixel pitch (10 µm), this enables a high sensitivity, 551 
allowing acquisition of photometrically calibrated auroral images in less than 1 s exposure time, 552 
using an objective with a focal length f = 23mm and an aperture of f/1.4. AMICal Sat is expected 553 
to be launched in mid-2020 into a sun-synchronous orbit for a nominal 1-year duration, during 554 
which time it will produce a survey of part of the auroral oval. However using only an RGB imager 555 
represents a loss of information in the sense that the spectroscopic information is mainly lost. 556 
Considering that the auroral spectrum is constituted of both atomic and molecular lines from O, 557 
O2, N2 and their ions mainly, it would be interesting to keep the spectral information. 558 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – AMICal Sat was designed to be a rapid-559 
development mission with high quality science case and space weather uses. For optimal science, 560 
the imager requires an especially short exposure time (1 s) to resolve the timescales of dynamics 561 
within the aurora. This exposure time also avoids motion-induced blurring from the coarse point-562 
ing control available from a typical attitude determination and control system (ADCS) used on 2U 563 
CubeSats, primarily controlled by magnetorquers. (High-precision ADCSs are on-market from 564 
Blue Canyon Technologies and have flight heritage, e.g., Mason et al., 2017, but these are not 565 
currently available outside the U.S. due to export restrictions.) Such a short exposure necessitates 566 
an objective with large aperture (f/1.4 or, optimally, f/0.95) in a very compact design, as well as a 567 
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detector with large pixels. This necessitates a 568 
trade-off between spatial resolution and light-569 
gathering power. The chosen design retains a 570 
km-level spatial resolution. 571 

3.6.2 Auroral Thermosphere Ionosphere 572 
Spectrometer Experiment (ATISE) 573 
Mission Objectives – ATISE shares the 574 

mission objectives of AMICal Sat but with a fo-575 
cus on spectroscopy. Spectral information is ex-576 
tremely important for auroral monitoring since 577 
energetic inputs cannot be fully reconstructed 578 
with only RGB information or imagery in a sin-579 
gle spectral line. Spectroscopy enables discrim-580 
ination between the atmospheric response of 581 
each element (O, N2, N2+, NO, O2, etc.) consti-582 
tuting the atmosphere. A short exposure time is 583 
required to resolve the auroral dynamics on rel-584 
evant timescales. ATISE is designed to measure the full visible and near-UV (NUV) spectrum of 585 
the aurora at six different altitudes, with exposure times of 1 s, to allow a better reconstruction of 586 
the altitude- and time-dependent energetic inputs and energy deposition in the auroral oval. 587 

Mission Implementation – ATISE is a multi-line-of-sight spectrometer that is extremely 588 
sensitive and very compact (Fig. 5). Its primary instrument fits in 6U, and the entire spacecraft is 589 
only 12U. The instrument is a Fourier Transform spectrometer based on a Fizeau interferometer 590 
using the µSPOC (Micro Spectrometer on a Chip) concept (Diard et al., 2016). In its current ver-591 
sion, ATISE has 6 lines of sight (LOSs) distributed along a vertical, each with a field of view of 592 
1° in the vertical direction and 1.5° in the horizontal direction. This corresponds to an extension 593 
of 45 km at the limb. The main strength of the ATISE instrument is its sensitivity. It requires only 594 
1 s of exposure time to measure a full auroral visible spectrum (370–900 nm) with a spectral res-595 
olution of ~1 nm and a detection threshold of 5 R. Another advantage is its very wide dynamic 596 
range (>106). The central part of ATISE comprises a block of 3 detectors (3 MPix each) with 2 597 
Fizeau interferometers on each detector. This therefore requires some on-board data reduction, 598 
achievable with now-standard CubeSat on-board computers (OBCs). 599 

To improve the science return, an imager (e.g., like the one in AMICal Sat) will be flown 600 
alongside the spectrometer on the 12U CubeSat. This provides context imagery to see where the 601 
spectrometer is aimed and to help determine the type of auroral structure from where the spectra 602 
are being emitted. 603 

Mission Challenges and/or Technology Needs – ATISE requires a stable and high-preci-604 
sion ADCS, as well as high downlink availability with low latency to enable monitoring at or near 605 
real-time. An orbital inclination of ~70° would be preferable compared to a sun-synchronous orbit, 606 
as this would enable measurements of conditions at every local hour rather than a fixed time. 607 

Technological challenges include requiring very low noise on the detectors to enable meas-608 
urements of weak signal, as well as tight thermal control on the spectrometer since the measure-609 
ment requirements allow only a very small temperature gradient in the central part of the 610 

Fig. 5: Mechanical view of ATISE. The grey 
plate size is 20×30 cm. The height is less than 
10 cm. The spectrometer takes 4U, the imager 
1U, and the control electronics 1U. 
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instrument. Implementing this instrument to meet all of the above requirements within a relatively 611 
small (6U) volume, with sufficient reliability to operate in space for the required lifetime, also 612 
presents a challenge. 613 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 614 
SmallSats are poised to launch a potential revolution in space-borne scientific endeavors, 615 

particularly for space weather research and operations that would benefit greatly from the multi-616 
point measurements, low cost, and rapid replaceability offered by SmallSat platforms. By lowering 617 
barriers to mission development through lower parts, labor, and launch costs, they offer both new, 618 
formerly infeasible capability, and new types of mission flexibility. We have presented several 619 
current missions and concepts in varying states of maturity, which are relevant to advancing space 620 
weather understanding, monitoring, and/or predictive capability. Each of the presented mission 621 
concepts would advance space weather science in identified ways, either satisfying or making pro-622 
gress toward the WMO-identified observing requirements for improved space weather operations 623 
and forecasting. Further, these missions do or will demonstrate new capabilities that are not only 624 
feasible, but also natural, to implement with SmallSats, and in particular that are either not prag-625 
matic or not possible with traditional monolithic space missions. Several of the presented missions 626 
have objectives specifically targeted towards answering particular space weather-related science 627 
questions; these missions can be repurposed and/or slightly augmented to achieve WMO require-628 
ments (and therefore advance understanding of space weather) at a small fraction of the cost of a 629 
larger, dedicated mission. 630 

The largest single benefit of the SmallSat approach to space missions is reduced cost – 631 
from development to launch, and potentially to operations – which in turn enables new types of 632 
flexible mission and capability development that would be too costly to realistically implement 633 
via a traditional high-reliability, low-risk, centralized or monolithic mission design. Some concepts 634 
(e.g., CubIXSS, AMICal, ATISE) benefit from reduced cost of a single observatory or instrument 635 
that implements a centralized mission at lower cost than traditional larger missions. Many copies 636 
could be built and launched – perhaps even with iteratively-improved designs – at a rapid pace to 637 
provide continuous temporal coverage and/or reduced data latency. Other concepts (e.g, CYGNSS, 638 
PUNCH, RICCI, and S3T) leverage the reduced cost profile of SmallSats to implement constella-639 
tions to perform measurements that could not otherwise be feasibly carried out. The fractionated 640 
L5 mission concept further reduces cost by rigorously isolating the engineering of independent 641 
instruments within an L5 observatory, and by enabling piecemeal replacement of instruments 642 
within a single observing ‘flock.’ This piecemeal replacement is a particularly powerful concept 643 
that could yield operational-class reliability from a collection of redundant, individually less reli-644 
able, component SmallSats. It is applicable both to high-capability flocks and to individual 645 
standalone missions, which would realize reliability benefits from “spacecraft-level redundancy” 646 
and on-the-fly replacement, exploiting the ability to improve and replace the entire platform with 647 
fast turnaround and at low cost in lieu of the more expensive and complex internal redundancy of 648 
key spacecraft systems, required by current strategies for risk reduction in monolithic operational 649 
designs. 650 

The scientific successes of a number of recent CubeSat missions (Spence et al., 2019) and 651 
the maturity of the several of the concepts presented here indicates that SmallSats can legitimately 652 
support space weather science and R2O objectives. Pointing stability, on-board computing power, 653 
power generation, and component reliability for SmallSats have progressed to the point where 654 
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these are no longer significant risks or bottlenecks. In some cases, the presented mission concepts 655 
could support operational capabilities with only minor modifications. However, additional tech-656 
nological development is still required for a number of others, in particular, to increase data down-657 
link capacity, increase data “timeliness” (reduce downlink latency), and enable reliable intra-con-658 
stellation (satellite-to-satellite) communications. High-speed RF communications solutions for 659 
SmallSats in S- and X-band already exist, but these still rely on visibility of ground stations and, 660 
due to the limited gain possible within the small footprint available to an on-board SmallSat an-661 
tenna, are of limited utility for intra-constellation use. LEO-to-MEO or LEO-to-GEO solutions 662 
could enable real-time communication without concern for ground-station visibility, but CubeSat-663 
compatible solutions are still rare and currently limited to very restricted data rates. Optical (laser) 664 
communication terminals are being developed for SmallSats and present an enticing solution for 665 
low-power, high-bandwidth satellite-to-ground communications, including from deep space (e.g., 666 
the fractionated L5 or S3T concepts), as well as for intra-constellation communications (Klumpar 667 
et al. 2019). 668 

Funding agencies such as NASA and ESA are beginning to recognize the utility and po-669 
tential of SmallSats for space weather research; operational agencies such as NOAA also stand to 670 
benefit. Continued investment in development and maturation of enabling technologies, such as 671 
high-speed communications, by all relevant agencies is strongly recommended, as is development 672 
of joint-national plans to ease international collaboration and coordination of space weather re-673 
search and operations (Nieves-Chinchilla et al., 2019). In the near term, space weather operational 674 
needs (monitoring and forecasting) could be partially met through strategic leveraging and adap-675 
tation of science-oriented missions such as the ones described above. These can then serve as 676 
templates for dedicated, operationally oriented SmallSat missions that enable new space weather 677 
measurements at lower cost than, with more flexibility than, and potentially in parameter space 678 
not explorable by, the current traditional operational strategy of large, monolithic, redundant plat-679 
forms. With proper direction from and investment by the cognizant funding agencies, the next few 680 
years could bring significant new capabilities online. 681 
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